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About This Game

The year is 1986. Cold War leaders Ronald Reagan and Mikhail Gorbachev have been kidnapped by militant extremists. Once
rivals, now they must cooperate… or die. Armed only with their fists and samurai swords and poison darts and pistols and

shotguns and fully automatic assault rifles and grenade launchers and miniguns and some other guns – sneak, slash or shoot your
way through an army of mercenaries. Save the world from nuclear Armageddon.

Reagan Gorbachev is a top-down action stealth game for one or two players (local co-op).

Key Features

32 levels of deadly mayhem.

Play your own style: Guns blazing, stealth, speed run, strategist.

Local co-op. Teach your friends what really happened in 1986.

Unique "1 Player co-op" mode where a single player controls both characters.

Challenge your friends to Reagan Gorbachev trivia.

Steam achievements and leaderboards.
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Trump Putin mode: play in the 21st century.
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Title: Reagan Gorbachev
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Team2Bit
Publisher:
Team2Bit
Release Date: 24 Feb, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Direct X 9

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: Xbox Controller Recommended

English
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In Turkish;

Bu oyunu yapan herkesin anasının amına kayış iplik sokayım orospu çocukları madem oyun yapıyorsunuz öyleyse gidip nick
seçme olayını düzgün kodların götümü yırttım nick seçmek için ama kabul etmiyor ananın amını sikeyim orospu çocukları 2.5
GB'a yazık etmeyin indirmeyin amına koydumunun oyununu gidin PUBG Mobile ya da CS:GO oynayın. İngilizcesini yazmıcam
orospu çocukları gidip çevirin uğraşamam.

. Thank god this dlc allows me to pursue my lifelong dream of being a full-time fursuiter. It's alright I guess, didn't use much of
it.. slightly better than rc1 and rc2, but still game breaking ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t that isnt proper rugby, your guys still do
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥when defending, what a joke. issue 1: cant change settings when game first opens (to adjust any sort
of resalution), issue 2: cant play game w\/o logging in, issue 3: cant just play a single player game without logging in, issue 4,
cant figure out to just get refund because its single player requireing a login, issue 5: cant promote games that require logins for
single player games. issue 6: used random letters for an account because who gives a f#^@, Issue 7: trying to adjust resalution
when finaly in game but game hides the back button when you use anything full screen display, issue 8: I... HATE... FULL...
SCREEN

all judgments are baised off of booting up the game and looking at a log in screen.
thanks ubisoft for leading the way, your the king of leading other developers into the relm of why any game that could be a good
game can be hated without trial because no one wants to deal with extra pointless stepts that no one needed to do other then to
hide\/track somthing they wont admit to.

changes to this review are unlikely because this is 100% fact of what i think, and cant say anything good about a requried login
for a single player game that is paid in full for
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An incredibly basic and unrewarding waste of time. Everything feels cheap and unpolished.. FOR THE GREATER
WEEABOOO!!!. The score system is awful. Instead of just grading you for how fast you're going or if you did a cool thing or
not, it expects you to utterly follow the score bubbles 100% of the time. In a physics-based platformer.

I'd let this slide, had the game not required a certain amount of score to leave the first world. It didn't really feel like the level
design was getting exceedingly fun yet either.

On top of that, there's a bunch of imperfections that contribute to the frustration. The visuals are nice, but the soundtrack and
SFX are kinda grating. Most importantly though, while the physics are *alright* for a Unity game, occasionally the ground won't
be beneath you when you try to jump, or you'll have trouble with the swinging physics. When you die, sometimes the obstacles
will desynch, or the camera will fail to catch back up to you, and also generally make it hard to consistently aim with the mouse
(unless you use a controller, in which case good luck doing this with no crosshairs).

I wanted to try this game because when you're doing well your movement looks really cool, but it's not as deterministic as it
should be. I'm sorry.. This game gave a lot of f**ks. Like.. a lot of them. Boat loads. Colossal amounts of f**ks..
I♥♥♥♥♥♥ON THE BALLS OF YOUR DEAD ONES

10/balls. Was expecting something with deep tactics and level up system. Wasn't what I was looking for.. The controls aren't
perfect, but they're good enough. Sometimes it's a bit hard just entering the squad shops.
The steampunk ships are very cool, and the gameplay is nice too.
Has an oldschool vibe to it, which is good imo.. As a person with not a lot of time for gaming and not too much patience either,
I like to collect short games. Clocking in at about 3 hours of play time, this one is a good choice for those who like puzzle
adventure games.

Pros:
Fun storyline, entirely voice-acted
Puzzles just barely hard enough that you can trial and error your way through with some cleverness, without a need for a
walkthrough
Clever environments
A lot of heart
A good hint system that doesn't give too much away

Cons:
A strange bug that causes all the dialog in a cutscene to be skipped, so you have to restart the game to see it.
Some small interface issues unintuitiveness that can get you stuck even after you have solved a puzzle
Inability to zoom out to see the whole environment at one time gets annoying
Many of the puzzles are just a wee bit too easy.

I'd give it a 6/10 on the whole.. It's way too short. You can play through the game in 15-20 minutes without too much trouble
and there's no replay value.
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